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The introduction of the concept of spin-temperature into the literature has not been adequately sup-
ported by theory and experiment, and it has not' been clear when the concept is essential, merely convenient,
or possibly inapplicable. In fields high compared to a defined "local field" and where the individual energy
levels are equidistant, it is argued that spin temperature is a convenient but unnecessary notion. Where the
levels are not equidistant a spin temperature cannot generally be defined. Experiments are cited or described
which demonstrate the rapid establishment of a Boltzmann population ratio when three or more levels are
equidistant.

It is for low fields, those which are comparable with the local field, that a theoretical examination making
use of thermodynamic principles yieMs new quantitative predictions. In particular, a spin temperature is
analytically defined, and its identity with thermodynamic temperature is experimentally established. Studies
in "spin calorimetry, " or the thermal mixing of two or more spin systems, strengthen the validity of the
concept.

INTRODUCTION

1
W~NE distinctive feature of nuclear paramagnetic

resonance is that, unlike some other resonance
methods, such as those using atomic beams, it deals
with ensembles of nuclear spins, coupled to each other
by spin-spin interactions, and also loosely coupled to a
lattice by a spin-lattice relaxation mechanism.

The lattice acts as a thermostat for the spin system.
Once the thermal equilibrium between the two systems
has been established for a given value of the dc field
Hp and prior to the application of a rf field H~, a tem-
perature equal to the temperature of the lattice can be
assigned to the spins. This means that the macroscopic
properties of the spin system can be predicted by assum-
ing that the populations E; of its energy levels E; are
given by the Boltzmann exponential law:

P; exp( —E,/kT),

where T is the temperature of the lattice. In an operator
notation the density matrix of the spin system can be
expressed as:

p exp( —K/kT), (2)

where K is the Hamiltonian of the spin system. This
description is still approximately correct in a steady-
state nuclear resonance experiment provided the radio-
frequency field is sufficiently weak and the sweep of the
dc field, Ho, through the resonance line is suKciently
slow.

On the other hand, when either one of the previous
conditions is violated, that is for strong rf fields or
rapidly varying dc fields, one sometimes uses the con-
cept of a spin temperature as distinct from the lattice
temperature, of which negative spin temperatures are
the most spectacular example.

However, there does not seem to exist among physi-
eists a universal agreement as to the validity of the
concept of spin temperatures, positive or negative.

14

Voile some consider this concept as perfectly natural
and requiring no more justification than, say, the tem-
perature of a crystal lattice or a gas, others think that
it lacks the deep physical meaning of thermodynamic
temperature and is at best useless and often greatly
misleading.

The object of the present paper is to steer a middle
course between these two extremes and to outline
situations where the existence of a spin temperature is a
valid assumption leading to nontrivial predictions which
have actually been tested by experiments to be de-
scribed below. The concept of a spin temperature higher
than the lattice temperature is most frequently met
with in connection with the saturation of a spin reso-
nance by an intense rf field. ' However the description of
systems with time-dependent Hamiltonians by the
methods of statistical mechanics is a diKcult problem
and there is certainly no simple and rigorous way of
defining a temperature for such systems, although it
has been attempted in some special cases. ' 4 For this
reason, although we admit the possibility of using rf
Gelds to "prepare" the spin system in a given state, we
shall not attempt to describe its behavior while the rf
field is on.

As most of the previous students of spin tempera-
ture have done, ' we shall limit ourselves to the case
when the spin-lattice relaxation time T& is su%ciently
long to allow experiments of duration ~&&X» to be
performed, during which the spin system is practically
isolated from the lattice. At the same time, we shall
want the spins to come into equilibrium with each other

'Bloembergen, Purcell, and Pound, Phys. Rev. 78, 679 (1948).
~ A. G. Redfield, Phys. Rev. 98, 1787 (1955).' C. P. Slichter, Phys. Rev. 99, 1822 (1955).
4 J.H. Van Vleck, Suppl. Nuovo cimento, 6, No. 3, 1082 (1957).' R. V. Pound, Phys. Rev. 81, 156 (1951).' R. V. Pound and K. M. Purcell, Phys. Rev. 81, 279 (1951).' R. V. Pound and N. F. Ramsey, Phys. Rev. 81, 278 (1951).

N. F. Ramsey, Phys. Rev. 103, 20 (1956).
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in a time T~ much shorter than the duration v of the
experiment. This requires the sample to be a solid where
indeed T~))T2.

An important point which has been particularly
stressed by Bloch' is that a description of the state of a
spin system by a temperature and more generally by
the populations of its energy levels can have a meaning
only if the density matrix of the system commutes with
the Hamiltonian. For instance, it is meaningless to
assign populations to the energy levels of a spin system
immediately after a 90' pulse. However, in solids,
where the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix
decay very quickly when the rf field which has pro-
duced them has been suppressed, it will be possible to
speak in terms of populations once these off-diagonal
elements have disappeared.

(l) High-Field Case

When the applied dc field is much larger than the
local held produced at a given spin by its neighbors, or,
more generally, when K'))3C', it is permissible to speak
of the states and energy levels of an individual spin
which are the eigenstates and eigenvalues of SC and to
consider the whole sample as a statistical ensemble of
such spins, BC' being a small perturbation coupling the
different spins together and establishing a statistical
equilibrium between them. This is akin to the Maxwell-
Boltzmann description of the states of the molecules of
a gas.

(A) I=
The situation is particularly simple when the nuclear

spin. I is equal to —,
' and there are only two energy states

+ and —.It is then always possible to define a spin
temperature T through the relations:

P+/P =exp{—yfiIIo/kT},

' I'. Bloch, Phys. Rev. 70, 460 (19463.

(3)

THEORY

We shall assume a Hamiltonian of the spin system
of the form:

X=X'+X',
where X'=P,X,O is the sum of the individual energies
of the spins and X'= P,&PC,~' is the sum of the spin-
spin interactions. In the following, X, will be, in general,
the Zeeman energy: 3C = —p,THOS of the magnetic
moment of spin i in an applied dc field Ho, and K;I,' the
dipole-dipole coupling between spins i and k (we shall
then call it for brevity a Zeeman system), but we shall
see examples of slightly more general systems. The
distances between the spins are assumed to be constant
in time (rigid-lattice approximation).

In attempting to define a spin temperature two
different situations occur which require different ap-
proaches, namely the high- and low-field cases.

where P+ are the populations of the & states. If Ho is
changed suKciently slowly for the conditions of an
adiabatic passage in the quantum mechanical sense to
be realized (but still fast compared to Ti), P+ and P
do not change, but T defined by (3) varies proportion-
ally to Ho. If an rf field has saturated to a certain extent
the resonance of spin I, the ratio P+/P gets nearer to
unity and one may speak of an increase of the spin
temperature, which becomes inhnite for P+——P . In
the same way, if a 180' pulse or a rapid passage has
reversed the magnetic moment of the sample, inter-
changing P+ and P, one can define a negative spin
temperature. Among the transitions which can be in-
duced by the spin-spin interactions, only the simul-
taneous Rip of two neighboring spins in opposite direc-
tions is energetically possible and it obviously con-
serves P+ and P . Thus, in the case of spin I=-,', the
definition of a spin temperature is perfectly straight-
forward but also perfectly trivial.

(8) I&

For I)-,', the important physical fact which permits
the definition of a spin temperature is the equidistance
of the levels I,=m of a spin in a magnetic field. Its
consequences are twofold: first, if at time t=0, the
populations P of these levels form a Boltzmann dis-
tribution, P exp{—yhHDm/kT), this distribution
keeps the Boltzmann form when Ho is changed adia-
batically, if one makes the convention that the spin
temperature varies proportionally to Ho. Furthermore,
if at time t=0 the distribution is not of a Boltzmann
form, the spin-spin interactions bring it to that form in
a time T& (yII&„) '. This has already been demon-
strated by Bloembergen, Purcell, and Pound' for the
case of spin I= 1 but is valid for any spin. This can be
seen quite generally as follows: it is a well-known result
of statistical mechanics that if a given energy 8 has to
be distributed between Ã identical systems having
individual energy levels, the most probable distribution
of populations among these states will be the Boltzmann
one. For this distribution to be reached starting from
any other initial distribution, a coupling mechanism is
required which can transfer energy from one individual
system to another and change the populations, keeping
the total energy E of the E systems constant. The
spin-spin interactions, through the simultaneous oppo-
si.te Rip of two spins, thanks to the equidistance of the
levels of the individual spins, do precisely this.

The most convincing evidence of this effect was
provided by an ultrasonic experiment already men-
tioned previously" and described in more detail below.
Pure quadrupole transitions And=2 of nuclear spins
I=-,' of Na" in NaCl, at twice the Larmor frequency,
induced by ultrasonic waves, can lead to complete
disappearance of the magnetic moment of Na" for
sufIiciently strong ultrasonic transition probability 8',

"A. Abragam and '|A'. G. Proctor, Phys. Rev. 106, 160 (1956).
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according to the formula:

M/M p= (1+8WTt/5) '. (4)

The proof of this formula (unfortunately written in
reference 10 with the wrong numerical factor 12/7
instead of 8/5) will be given in Appendix I. Ultrasonic
saturation is well suited to demonstrate the role of
spin-spin interactions in establishing a Boltzmann dis-
tribution because saturation by a magnetic rf field
does not in general destroy the Boltzmann character of
the distribution of spin populations.
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(C) Systems With NonequiCkstatst Levels

Examples of such systems are provided by nuclei
with quadrupole splitting or paramagnetic ions with
fine or hyper6ne structure. To be specific, let us con-
sider impurity atoms of phosphorus embedded in a
silicon lattice, which have been extensively studied. "

(a) Impurity atoms The .—electronic spin and the
nuclear spin are both —,'. The Hamiltonian X of the
atomi is

and the variation of its four energy levels with the
applied dc 6eld H, given by the well-known Breit-
Rabi formulas, is represented in Fig. 1.

The spin lattice relaxation time Tt (or rather the
shortest of the time constants, coupling the populations
a', b', b, a of the four spin-levels to the lattice) is of the
order of two minutes at 2'K. It is thus possible, after
the thermal equilibrium populations have been estab-
lished at a given value Ho of the field, to change it
adiabatically to a value H, the populations remaining
unchanged.

It might be well at this stage to point to a rather
obvious but nonetheless frequent confusion originating
from the use of the word adiabatic in two diferent
senses: 6rst, adiabatic in the quantum mechanical
sense or (as it is sometimes called) in the Ehrenfest
sense, describes the evolution of a statistical ensemble
when some external parameter is changed in such a way
that no transitions are induced and the populations of
the various energy levels remain unchanged. Second,
adiabatic in the thermodynamic sense describes the
reversible change of a system in thermal equilibrium
when no heat. is allowed to Bow in or out of the system.
It is obvious that except for very special cases such as
the one of equidistant levels, if thermal equilibrium,
that is a Boltzmann distribution of populations, exists
at time /=0, it will not remain of the Boltzmann form
in an Ehrenfest adiabatic transformation when the
energy levels change but not the populations. The two
definitions are thus clearly incompatible in general.
In the following, adiabatic will mean adiabatic in the
Ehrenfest sense, the other type of transformation being
called isentropic.

See A. Abragam and J. Combrisson, Suppl. Nuovo cimento,
6, No. 3, 1197 (1957) where further references are given.

- 1.75-

FIG. 1.Variation with the magnetic field of the energy levels of
an electronic spin —, coupled by isotropic hyperfine interaction
AI. S with a nuclear spin I=2. The parameter x is equal to
&h.+v )ff/~.

For the impurity phosphorus atoms with hyperfine
structure, in contrast to the pure Zeeman case, the
spin-spin interactions are in general unable to change
the populations of the various levels. We say in general,
because for a special value H* of the applied field,
three levels can become equidistant and a spin tem-
perature between these three levels can be established
by the spin-spin interactions as the 6eld sweeps through
H*. This happens for A(y, +y„)H*=A (point A of
Fig. 1). The actual value of H* is 42 oersteds. If we
polarize the sample by contact with the lattice in a
high 6eld H where the populations are

a'~b' 1 e, a b—1+e& e (y,AH/2kT)&&1,

they keep these values until the value H* of the field is
crossed, but at the crossing they undergo an irreversible
change, becoming

at'~1 —e) bt'~1 —-', e, br~1+ se) at~i+--'s e. (6)

These values are easily computed by assuming at the
crossing of H*, a Boltzmann distribution for the three
lower levels, conservation of the total number of atoms,
and conservation of energy. This effect has been actually
checked experimentally. ""If, starting from a high
field where the two electronic transitions a'~a and
b'+-+b can be observed, one lowers the field to any value
above H* and then comes back to observe the reson-
ance, the intensities of the two lines are, respectively,
proportional to a—a' and to b—b' and thus equal.
After the crossing of H*, however, the intensities of the
two lines become proportional to a~—a~' and b~—b»'

and are in the ratio 7/3. Further details on the be-
havior of impurity atoms can be found in reference 11.

(b) Crystals with two species of spins. As another—
example of a spin system where the spin-spin inter-

's G. Feher (private communication).
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actions are unable to establish a temperature, we con-
sider a substance such as I iF where the nuclear spins
of I i' and F" have di8erent I armor frequencies. The
usual way to look at it is to consider it as two diferent
systems, the system Li' and the system F" (or three
systems if the small admixture of Li6 is not neglected).
For each of these systems the levels in high Geld are
equidistant and a spin temperature can be deGned
which, however, need not be the same for both systems
since energy cannot be transferred from one to the
other. Thus, raising the temperature of the Quorine
system by saturating the resonance of F", or even
making it negative by a rapid passage, will not affect
the temperature of the lithium system.

It is possible to draw an analogy, somewhat super-
Gcial but perhaps enlightening, between. the case of LiF
and the case of impurity atoms considered previously,
by considering a crystal of Li'F" (neglecting for sim-
plicity Lie) as a statistical ensemble of identical systems
of a single species. The individual system described by
the Hamiltonian K;0 is a Lii spin plus a F" spin associ-
ated with it by a constant but otherwise arbitrary
lattice vector. The eight energy levels of such a system
are given by the formulas:

E(m, nz') =AH(y3m+yL;nz'),

where m=&-,' and m'=& —,', &-,'.
Although not equidistant, they vary linearly with the

Geld and therefore have properties 'intermediate be-
tween those of the Zeeman levels of a single species
and those of impurity atoms. If a Boltzmann distribu-
tion exists for a given value of the applied field for the
8 levels of our individual systems, it keeps that form
as the Geld varies. On the other hand, if i( is rot of the
Boltzmann form, spin-spin interactions cannot bring
it to that form. All this is of course also evident by con-
sidering Li' and F" (and also Li') as different systems.

(D) Conclusion For the High Field Case-
To conclude, it can be said that in the high-Geld case,

spin temperature is a convenient notion, whose utiliza-
tion is made possible by the special structure (equi-
distance) of Zeeman levels. The corresponding formalism
is developed in detail by Ramsey with special emphasis
on negative temperatures. It must be recognized,
however, tha' in the high-Geld case the concept of spin
temperature, positive or negative, is not indispensable,
and that most, if not all of the experimental results
could be formulated without making use of it. For
instance, if a spin system has been polarized in a field
Ho by contact with a lattice at a temperature To its
magnetic moment according to Curie's law 18: Mo
=CHp/To. If then the 6eld is changed adiabatically to
a value II@IIO, the value of the magnetic moment will
be M=CH/T where T is the new spin temperature
different from To. However, since H ~ T, H/T=Ho/To
and 3E=Mo. This could evidently be stated immediately

without bothering with spin temperature at all, simply
by noticing that in the high-field region the magnetic
moment is an adiabatic invariant.

(2) Low-Field Case

(A) The Gibbs Approach

It is clear from the previous paragraph that for Zee-
man systems, lowering the field from a value Lto to
V&HO and coming back to Ho in a time v-((T~, is a
reversible operation t as can be checked by measuring
M(HO) by a resonance experiment before and after
changing the fieldj, as long as H))Hi...i. The obvious
question now is what happens if H &Hi„,in particular
if II=0. By extrapolating from the high-Geld case, the
following argument may seem plausible: as long as
H&)Hi... because of conservation of energy, the only
transitions induced by the spin-spin interactions are
opposite Rip-Rops of neighboring spins which do not
change the total magnetic moment Mo. On the other
hand, when the applied field falls well below the local
field, two neighboring spins can under go all the transi-
tions for which matrix elements exist in their dipole-
dipole interactions: Qip of a single spin, Rip of both
spins in the same direction, unprevented now by con-
servation of energy. One would thus expect a complete
disorientation of all the spins and no nuclear resonance
signal upon coming back into high Geld. The passage
through zero field would be irreversible.

This argument is certainly wrong for it is in con-
tradiction with experiment. Pound' has shown that in
a crystal of LiF (Ti of Li' 5 min) the nuclear resonance
signal of Li was unaffected within experimental error
if the sample was taken ouI; of the magnet gap into the
earth's field for a second or two. Furthermore, Purcell
and Pound' have shown that even if in the high field
Ho the nuclear magnetization was antiparallel to the
field (which was realized by them by reversing the field
in a time of a fraction of a microsecond, much shorter
than T2, but which can also be done by a rapid passage
or a 180' pulse) the passage through zero field was a
reversible operation at the end of which the polarization
in high field was still opposite to the field as attested by
the sign of the nuclear resonance signal.

The main weakness of the argument which led us to
a wrong conclusi. on resides in an incorrect description
of the spin system in low fields. When the interaction
K' between the spins becomes comparable to K', the
concept of energy levels of individual spins becomes
meaningless and one must speak in terms of energy
levels and eigenstates of the whole sample. A statistical
description is still possible provided one gives up the
Boltzmann-Maxwell point of view to take the Gibbs
approach where the macroscopic sample is not any
more a statistical ensemble of identical systems (in-
dividual spins) but one element of a statistical ensemble
representative of its properties. Such a description is
by no means restricted to spin systems but has to be-
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used whenever, instead of weakly coupled systems, such
as gas molecules, one deals with systems with tight
coupling between their constituents such as crystals.

(8) Interpretation of the Work of Pound and Purceil,

To explain their experimental results Pound' and
Pound and Purcell' speak of a spin temperature, posi-
tive or negative as the case may be. Unfortunately,
although they emphasize the importance of the re-
versibility of the passage through zero Geld for the
validity of the concept of spin temperature, their dis-
cussion is very brief and has led to convicting interpre-
tations. Thus Purcell" himself describes the reversible
passage through the earth field as follows:

the transfer from the strong field out to the
earth Geld and back again took place slowly compared
to the nuclear precession frequency and therefore
adiabatically —and here I use the word in the Ehrenfest
sense —so that the net magnetization followed the Geld
in direction and returned parallel as it began. "

A possible interpretation of this statement can be
formulated mathematically as follows: the total Hamil-
tonian of the spin system, which contains the applied
Geld H as parameter: X(H) =X'(H)+X', has, for each
value of H, eigenstates gs(H) and eigenvalues Es(H)
which vary continuously as H is changed and which
can be calculated in principle if not in practice. The
description of the transformation as adiabatic in the
Ehrenfest sense can be taken to mean that while the
eigenstates and eigenvalues of X(H) change with the
Geld, their populations remain unchanged. In an
operator notation, if we call p(Hs) the density matrix
assumed to commute'with X(He), describing the spin
system in the field Ho, and U(H, Ho) the unitary opera-
tor which connects (e(H) and Ps(He) through gs(H)
= U(H, He)ts(Hs), the density matrix in the field H,
p(H), is related to p(He) by

the results of Pound and Purcell and further experi-
mental results are needed to decide which one of them,
if either, is valid.

From the theoretical point of view, it is very doubtful
that for a large system with a quasicontinuous spectrum
such as a macroscopic spin system in a weak Geld, the
variation of the applied Geld H will ever be suKciently
slow in time for the conditions described in standard
textbooks, ""as necessary for an adiabatic passage, to
be realized. Further discussion of this point would be
rather academic for experiment does show that the
reversible passage of a spin system through zero (or
earth) field is not an adiabatic Khrenfest passage. Such
a passage would evidently be reversible whether the
initial distribution was of the Boltzmann type or not,
and experiments to be described later, where the latter
was the case, showed irreversibility in the passage
through the earth Geld.

where

Tr{pX}= —Tr{pM, },
dII

(9)

(C) Consequences of the Assutnption of a
Spi n Temperature

We now assume that when we change the applied
Geld H, the state of the spin system is correctly described
by a temperature, that is by the density matrix (8).
This assumption enables us to calculate, at least in
principle, all the observable quantities connected with
the spin system, provided we know the dependence of
the spin temperature T (H) on H. This is easily obtained
by writing that the transformation is isentropic: for a
change dII of the held, the work dS' done by the applied
Geld on the system is equal to the change dV of its
internal energy. Since U= (X)=Tr{pX} and dW
= —(M,)dH= —Tr{pM'.}dH, this can be written:

p(H) = Up(He) U '. (7) p =exp{—X(H)/kT (H) }/Tr{ exp[ —X(H)/kT (H)]},

The assumption of an Ehrenfest adiabatic passage
obviously explains the complete reversibility observed
in the experiments of Pound and Pound and Purcell
and there is nothing in their experimental results to
contradict this interpretation. However, as was already
pointed out previously, this assumption is incompatible
with the existence of a spin temperature. The precise
meaning of the latter assumption is that, as the applied
Geld is changed, the state of the system is constantly
described by a density matrix:

p(H) =A exp{—X(H)/kT(H)},

where the parameter T(H) is precisely the spin tem-
perature. It is clear that, except for the high-Geld case,
(7) and (8) are incompatible. Both assumptions explain

' E. M. Purcell, Physica 17, 282 (1951).

X(H) =X'(H)+X'= HM, +X', —

M, =A Q yj',
i

X'=O' Q y,psr, s '[(I,"Is) —3(I,"r, t,) (It, .r;s)r;s '].

The solution of (9) is easily obtained in the case of high
temperatures when it is permissible to use a linear ex-
pansion of the exponential, which is legitimate in all
the experiments to be described here. Making use of
the relations:

Tr{X'}=Tr{X'}=Tr{X'X'}=0

'4 L. I. SchiG, Quantum Mechanics (McGraw-Hill Book Com-
pany, Inc. , New York, 1949), p. 207.

'e R. C. Tolman, The Prilci ples of Statisticat 1IEechartics (Oxford
University Press, New York, 1938), p. 409.
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we get

d f

Tr {H'M,'+ (3C')')
dH kT(H)

Tr M.2,
kT(H)

or
dT/T =HdH/(H'+ H z') (10)

where Hl. is the local field defined by

Hz, '= Tr{(X')')/Tr{M, ').
Equation (10) integrates to

T H'+Hz'

To - Ho'+Hr. '

(10')

CH CH )Ho'+Hi, ']'*
(M, (H)) =

T To )H'+Hz']'

C =Tr{M.')/k Tr{1).

If H'))H&' then

(12)

(M, (H)) =Ciao'+Hi, 'j'/To. (13)

This suggests a rather fundamental experiment de-
signed to prove the identity of spin temperature and
thermodynamic temperature.

I.et us suppose that we demagnetize into zero field
a spin system which has been allowed to come into
equilibrium with a lattice at 300'K in a field:

Ho ——Hi, (300/2) = 1165 gauss for LiF.

From Pound's experiment we know that some kind of
order must exist in this spin system when it is in zero
Geld, since upon being brought back into Hp it has the
same magnetic moment as before demagnetization. If
we are to believe the assumption of a spin temperature,
this order is adequately described by a spin temperature
which from (11') should be To=2'K. It is easy, how-
ever, to produce a situation where the spin system is
indeed describable by a genuine thermodynamic tem-
perature of 2'K by letting it come into equilibrium in
zero field with a cold lattice at 2'K. The identity of the
two temperatures would then be demonstrated by a

From (11) we can calculate the final spin temperature
in the earth's field, in Pound's experiments': Hl. ,
calculated in Appendix II, is for I.iF 7.77 gauss, Hp is
6376 gauss, H' the square of the earth's field is negligible
compared to HL,', itself negligible compared to Hp'.

T= TOHz/Ho= (300X7.77)/6376=0. 37'K. (11')

Equation (11) also enables us to calculate the mag-
netic moment reached in any Geld H, in particular in a
large field H where it can be measured by a resonance
experiment, after the spin system has been polarized
in a low field Hp by thermal contact with a lattice at a
temperature Tp. 5(2 Ho) ~ LHO +H&'3* (15')

of which (15) is a special case, by plotting the curve
5(HO). The experiment to be described later shows that
the spin temperature assumption is correct.

Finally it can be remarked that in 1932 Wailer" had
shown by a perturbation method that if a system of
spins, in thermal equilibrium at a temperature Tp in
zero field, was brought into a small 6eld H«Hq, its
equilibrium magnetic moment was M=CH/To.

Wailer's restriction of small fields can be lifted now
and (13) shows that the maximum magnetic moment
obtainable in a large field starting from the same initial
conditions is M =CHr/To.

(D) Validity of the Assumptioe of a
Spiv Temperature

Since, as will be seen later, the assumption of a spin
temperature describes correctly the behavior of a Zee-
man spin system when the applied Geld is varied all the
way down to zero, it is interesting to inquire whether
it was to be expected and why. This is a difficult prob-
lem and only a very qualitative discussion will be given.
In order to get a unified description of the spin system
we shall use the global Gibbs approach throughout,
even though in the high-Geld region the Maxwell-
Boltzmann picture of a statistical ensemble of indi-
vidual, loosely coupled, spins is simpler.

"I.Wailer, Z. Physik 79, 370 (1932).

nuclear resonance experiment at a fixed frequency show-
ing that one gets the same signal from a sample brought
to equilibrium in zero field at 2'K, and from a sample
polarized in a field Hi, (300/2), at 300'K.

Actually, because of the unavoidable change of gain
of the apparatus performing experiments at two dif-
ferent lattice temperatures one would get, if the assump-
tion of spin temperature is correct,

5(2',0) = liS(300', HzX300/2), (14)

where S(T,HO) is the signal obtained at a fixed fre-
quency from a spin system prepared by a long contact-
with a lattice at temperature T in a Geld Hp and X is
the change in the gain of the apparatus going from
300'K to O'K. X is easily eliminated by making an
extra measurement at 2'K polarizing in a field H~))HL, ,
say H& 50 gauss. Since both H& and Hp are in the high-
Geld region where the magnetic moment is an adiabatic
invariant, we keogh that

S(2',Hi) = li (300/2) Hi/(Hr. X300/2)
XS(300') Hr. X300/2) =AS(300') Hi, X300/2)Hi/Hi,

In order to prove (14), it is then sufficient to verify that

5(2',0) = (Hr/Hi)S(2', Hi).

In this way no measurements have to be made at room
temperature at all. It is still better to check the general
relation (13):
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Statistical mechanics teaches us that a necessary
condition for a large system to be able to come into
thermal equilibrium starting from a nonequilibrium
situation or to remain in thermal equilibrium when
some external parameter is slowly varied, is that the
total energy of the system be the only constant of
motion (good quantum number in quantum statistics).
Such a system is called ergodic in statistical mechanics.

In practice the problem is complicated by the exist-
ence of approximate constants of motion. Let us take
as an example the system S of spins 5=1 with a non-
vanishing zero-field quadrupole'splitting, coupled to-
gether through dipole-dipole interactions:

X=X'+X', X'= Q,X,O X'= Q;(PC,p'

Xoa(I *,)2 pe. I;
'~

Using the individual-spins picture, we have already
pointed out that because of the unequal spacings of the
levels, their populations J' were unaffected by spin-
spin interactions and remained constant in time. The
population of, say, the level I,=O, is the expectation
value, taken over the wave function of the whole
sample, of the operator: 5'0= N 'P;Ll —(I,')']. There-
fore 6'0 is a constant of motion for the system S in
spite of the fact that it obviously does not commute
with 3C' and is not rigorously a good quantum number.
The system S might possibly come into thermal equi-
librium starting from a nonequilibrlium situation, after
a very long time but this is an academic problem. Over
the duration of our experiments the operators 5' Ore

constants of motion and S is rot an ergodic system.
Let us consider now a Zeeman spin system So with

a single species of spins. In the low field region it is
reasonable to assume that it is an ergodic system with-
out any approximate constants of motion. In the high-
field range, because of the nature of the Zeeman split-
tings, the populations operators 5' are not even
approximate constants of motion. There remains, how-
ever, one approximate constant of motion diGerent
from the total energy, which is the Zeeman energy K'.
A process in which (Xo) would, say, decrease and (X')
increase, although not rigorously forbidden, would be
extremely slow. Thus So would not be an ergodic system
on our experimental time scale but for the fact that,
(X') being much larger than (X'), one can say with a
good accuracy that BC' is in fact the total energy and
therefore So is ergodic.

As H is decreased two things happen: (X') becomes
smaller and it is less and less correct to consider it as
the total energy of the system, but on the other hand
the time over which K' may be considered as a constant
of motion becomes shorter and transfer of energy be-
tween X' and K' becomes faster.

If the critical va1ue B* of the field, for which the
transfer of energy between BC' and BC' becomes fast
compared to the rate of change of the field, is still
large compared to HL, , the system is approximately
ergodic through the whole range of IX and the demag-

netization is a reversible isentropic process, its small
irreversibility being ot the order of H&'/H*'. Since
within experimental error the process is reversible,

(E) Zeeman System With More Than One Spin Species

The behavior of a Zeeman spin system with two
species of spins such as LiF provides an example for the
previous discussion. In the low-field range it can be
assumed that the total energy is the only constant of
motion and that the system is ergodic: as evidence to
that effect we may quote the identity of the spin
lattice relaxation times of Li' and F", and the audio-
frequency experiments of Pound and Ramsey~ whereby
in a field of 42 gauss the application of an audiofre-
quency field at the Larmor frequency of F"affected the
nuclear resonance signal of Li', observed subsequently
in a high field. It should be emphasized however that
these results by themselves demonstrate only the
existence of a strong coupling between the nuclear spins
of Li' and F"in a low field. Further quantitative experi-
mental results, to be given later, are required before
concluding that thermal equilibrium exists between the
two species.

On the contrary, in a high field there are two distinct
approximate constants of motion which are the Zeeman
energies X"= yViHOI,

' and X—"'= y"MIOI,"—of both
species of spins (there are three species if I.i is taken
into account). Therefore the total spin system is not
ergodic and the demagnetization should be an irre-
versible process except for special initial conditions.
Just as in the case of one species, it is permissible in a
high field to consider Li and F"as two distinct ergodic
systems each with a temperature of its own. The fact
that one does not know how to handle the lithium-
Quorine interaction and what temperature, if any,
should be assigned to it, is not disturbing for this inter-
action is very small compared to the Zeeman energies
of both systems.

By the mixing field we shall mean the field H* at
which the rate of exchange of energy between Zeeman
energy and spin-spin interaction (and thus also between
the Zeeman energies of the two species) becomes fast
compared to the rate of change of the applied field. If
H* is large compared to the local 6eld, the whole process
of demagnetization can be described simply by assum-
ing that above the mixing field we have two distinct
spin systems with energies X"= y'AHOI, ' and X"—'

y"AHOI, " describ—able by temperatures T' and T"
and that below B*we have a simple Boltzmann system
with a Hamiltonian X=X"+X'"+X"+X"'+X'
where K", K"' and 3C' are respectively the Li' —Li',
F"—F", and Li' —F" interactions. Once the mixing is
accomplished, the subsequent behavior of the spin
system is reversible as if it were a single ergodic system
at a temperature T. If one includes Li, the generaliza-
tion is obvious.
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—Tr{ (x")'}y Tr{ (x"')'}~—Tr{(x")'+(x"')'}

(~//T/)+/21/(I/+ 1)y (~///T//) //gP/(I//+ 1)

g/~/'il/(I/+1)++// //21//(I//y1)

where N' and Ã" are the numbers of spins of each
species. S' and 2P' may be replaced, respectively, by
the isotopic abundances p' and p". Defining p by

t =p"v"I"(I"+1)/p'v'I'(I'+ 1)
we have

Ho( 1 ti
(1+t ) (16')

'/

If we raise the field back to Bo, the common tempera-
ture of the total spin system will be Ti=THO/H*,
given by

/Ti= (H /HO)lT= (1/T''+tj/T, ")/(1+@). (17)

Ifb fe ore demagnetization the magnetic moments of the
~ ~

two systems were M =C'Ho/T M"=C"H /T"
11

i 0 iq i 0/ i
with C /C =p, then after demagnetization they be-
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FIG. 2. The attenuation of the magnetization of Na ' and Cl"
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e attached quartz transducer providing ultrasonic
waves at twice the Larmor frequency.
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Starting the demagnetization process at a field Ho
with initial temperatures T and T;"for both systems,
one arrives at the Geld H* with temperatures

T'= T,'H*/Ho and T"=T,"H*/Ho.

After the mixing, the new temperature T is obtained
by writing that the total energy, or, since B*))HI„the
expectation value of the Zeeman energy, is conserved.

(x")+(xo")=(x),

come M'=C'Ho/T M"=C"H /T r

M'= (M +M;")/(1+ted),
M"=p(M +M;")/(1+/M).

The formulas (17) and (18) call for the following
comments:

(18)

(a) The exact value of the mixing field H* does not
appear in these formulas which are valid provided

*)&II&.It may be inferred from this that their validity
is more general than that of the very crude model used
to establish them and that they might be correct even
if the mixing takes place over a range of fields, pro-
vided that when it is terminated the Zeeman energy is
still much larger than the spin-spin energy.

(b) If to start, the two spin systems are at the same
temperature T' =T,"=T; the demagnetization process
is reversible just as for a single species and the Anal

temperature Ti is equal to T; as demonstrated by (17).
(e) The two spin systems can both have negative

temperatures since their energies have an upp
13

n upper
bound and it is possible to make calorimetry experi-
ments where positive and negative temperatures are
exactly on the same footing. Thus it is possible for the
equi ibrium temperature to be negative after mixing,
which is impossible in case of thermal contact between
a spin system and a lattice. '

(d) The confirmation by experiment of (17) and (18)

h
demonstrates conclusively, as mentioned previou 1ious y,
t at the demagnetization into low fields is rot an
adiabatic passage in the Ehrenfest sense.

(F) The Dynamics of Isentropic Demagnetization

The discussion of the previous two sections has led
us to the conclusion that, provided the dc 6eld is varied
at a suKciently slow rate (although fast on the Ti time
scale) the behavior of the spin system should be, de-
pending on the initial conditions, either reversible or
irreversible, as described by the formula (18). We shall
not attempt a quantitative discussion of the difFicult

problem of the dynamics of the process which for ex-
ample provides an explanation of the variation of the
mixing time with the applied field but will be content
to state an approximate criterion for the rate of change
of the dc Geld.

In order for the spin system to be constantly in
equilibrium with itself as the dc field changes, we re-
quire that the transition probability per unit time of a

to the inverse of the time 0=Hi.,/(dH/dt) required to
sweep through the width of the spin energy level. This
gives the criterion

(dH/dt)«q(H. ..)2. (19)

This criterion is admittedly very crude for neither the
definition of Hi„,nor the value of y when more than
one species of spins is present, is dearly speci6ed.
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If we use tentatively in (19) for H&„'the value 60.6
gauss' computed for LiF in zero field, the right-hand
side of (19) is of the order of 1.5X10' gauss/sec for
F" 0.6X1.0' for Li' and 0.2X&0' f«Li' » sp&te of
the scatter of these values they all lie between 10 000
gauss/sec which was the maximum rate of change of
the dc field in our experiment, where the transformation
was isentropic, and 10' gauss/sec which corresponded to
the definitely nonequilibrium reversal of a field of 100
gauss in 0.2 @sec in the experiment of Pound and
Purcell on negative temperatures. '

Undoubtedly more theoretical work along the lines
of Wailer's paper" is required to get a quantitative
description of the dynamics of the process.
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EXPERIMENTS

(A) The Experiments at Room Temperature

A variety of experiments performed at room tem-
perature emphasize some aspects of the nature of spin
temperature. One of these, the ultrasonic experiment
mentioned above in paragraph 1(B), illustrates the
role of the spin-spin interactions in establishing and
maintaining a Soltzmann distribution between the
populations of a spin system with three or more energy
levels. The other experiments, some of which have
been described briefly earlier, "demonstrate the thermal
mixing of two spin systems and will be described again
in greater detail below.

(a) The Ultrasortic Experirrtertt

An experiment, differing in its physical form only in
unessential features from that described by Proctor and
Robinson, "has been performed again on Na" and Cl"
in a single crystal of NaCl, with the simple difference
that more ultrasonic power was available. As in that
experiment, ultrasonic waves, supplied to the NaCl
crystal at twice the Larmor frequency, caused pure
quadrupole transitions between those levels related by
Am=2. The populations of the four equally spaced
levels of these nuclei in a magnetic field were then
inferred by examination, using ordinary pulsed tech-
niques, of the magnetization {I,) immediately after
exposure to ultrasonic waves.

As the analysis in reference 17 shows, ultrasonic
waves cannot cause the complete saturation of the mag-
netic energy levels which were considered to be con-
nected only by either (a) pure magnetic dipole or
(b) pure electric quadrupole relaxation processes. LA
further analysis of the same nature, shows that for an
arbitrary mixture of the two processes (a) and (b),
values of the limiting magnetization for intense ultra-
sonic waves, lie intermediate to the two pure cases.]
Ke have, however, been able to increase the energy
density of ultrasonic waves in the crystal to such an

' W. G. Proctor and W. A. Robinson, Phys. Rev. 104, 1344
(&956).

Fio. 3. Attenuation of the polarization of Na" as a function of
time, measured from the beginning of the ultrasonic pulse, for
diGerent voltages applied to the quartz transducer.

extent that the polarization disappears completely.
This result is to be expected if one also takes into
account in the differential equations which describe the
level populations the spin-spin interactions which lead
to a Boltzmann distribution in a time T2. A simple
derivation of this result is given in Appendix I.

The expression (A4) of Appendix I for the relative
polarization is plotted in Fig. 2 along with the experi-
mental points for Xa and Cl. The transition probability
W required by Eq. (4) goes as the energy density of
ultrasonic waves in the crystal, and hence as the square
of the voltage applied to the quartz transducer. Mean-
ingful data concerning the ratio of the electric per-
turbations caused by the ultrasonic distortion for CP'
to Na23 are immediately available from Fig. 2 but that
will not be discussed further here. Although the agree-
ment is satisfying, it is not conclusive, since one must
judge, whether the asymptotic polarization is rigorously
zero or only (1/25) Mo, as the pure dipole relaxation
case requires. However, there remains yet another
criterion: the time dependence of the saturation. The
primitive theory, which neglects the spin-spin coupling,
leads, as one can readily understand, to a time depend-
ence which is characterized by two time constants. For
example, for high values of 8', one would expect a
rapid attenuation with a time constant 1/(2W) to an
asymptote M/MD=0. 2, which value can be calculated
by ignoring all relaxation processes. The attenuation
would then be carried below this level at a rate given by
T~ since it is the thermal relaxation processes which
would be responsible for the difference of the final
asymptotic value from 0.2. However, the correct time
dependence for the saturation is easily obtained from
formula (A2) and one finds that the approach to the
limiting value is characterized by a single time constant
(T, '+SW/5) '. Figure 3 shows the approach to the
limiting polarization for various voltages applied to the
ultrasonic crystal; the rapid saturation of the levels for
high voltages in times much shorter than Tj removes
any remaining question in this respect.
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TABLE I. Summary of nuclear calorimetric experiments at
room temperature. The observed values, averages of several
measurements, are reproducible to about 10%.

Expt.
(M/Mo) before mixing
Fluorine Lithium

(M/Mo) after mixing
Fluorine Lithium

(a)
(b)
(C)
(d}
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

1
1
0
1—1
0—1—1

1
0
1—1
1—1
0—1

0.95
0.42
0.42
0.27
0.05—0.16—0.29—0.71

0.95
0.51
0.43
0.20
0.00—0.17

—0.34—0.73

(b) Experiments With Therma/ilfixing

As has been pointed out above, the experiment of
Pound' demonstrates that some order must exist in
the spin system when the sample has been removed to
zero Geld, since upon replacing it, in the strong field,
the original polarization is obtained again. We have
been able to show, in our experiment at low tempera-
ture, that this order is the same as that obtained by
thermal contact with a cold lattice. Hence it is not
surprising that the experiments to be described below
show that it is possible for one spin system to communi-
cate this order to another.

Our mixing experiments have in general been per-
formed using I iF as a sample material. At room tem-
perature, our sample showed a thermal relaxation time
of 1.4 min for F, and 4.5 min for Li; in zero field, the
relaxation time of the common spin system was only
6 seconds. The two species (we are ignoring Li' for the
time being) could be prepared in any one of three well-

known states, namely those characterized by polariza-
tions of 3fp, 0 and —Hap. Mp was of course obtained by
simply allowing the species in question to rest several
relaxation times in a strong field, which, in our experi-
ments, was always the resonance Geld for 8 Mc/sec.
—Hap was obtained by reversing the polarization by
fast passage. A polarization of zero was best obtained
by saturating the species in question by modulating the
field over the resonance value, using the same value of
II~ as in the fast-passage polarization reversals; since
the reversals were not complete, several seconds of
modulation at 40 cps would destroy the polarization.

With two species in the desired states, the process of
mixing was performed by removing the crystal from the
spectrometer probe located between the poles of the
electromagnet to a distance of about one meter from
the gap and then restoring it to the probe. This opera-
tion required about one second. The two spin systems,
isolated from each other by the diGerent spacing of
their energy levels in a strong field, lose their identities
in weak or zero 6elds, and find, in a time T2, a common
temperature. Subsequent examination always showed

polarizations characteristic of a common spin tempera-
ture after mixing.

Our experiments are summarized in Table I. The

first two columns show the initial states, relative to Mp,
for the species in question; the last two columns show
the final states, again measured relative to their re-
spective equilibrium polarizations, after mixing.

Since the spin temperature after mixing is the same
for each species, it is clear that the ratio M/Mo, of the
polarization to the equilibrium polarization must be the
same for each. We have consequently expressed the ex-
perimental results in Table I in this fashion, so that an
appraisal of the experiments may be most rapidly
made. Experiments (a) and (h) will be recognized as
the reversible processes observed by Pound, and by
Pound and Purcell, and appear here as the special case
of the mixing together of two systems at the same
temperature. Experiments (d) through (g) are believed
to be the erst examples of "calorimetry" carried out
with one of the systems initially in a negative tempera-
ture state. The discussion in paragraph (2E) leads
easily to an extension of formulas (17) and (18), which
will include more than two nuclear species. They
become

T '=2 (C'/&")/Z, C',

M"=C" Q;M;&/Q, C&.

(17')

(18')

Equation (17') resembles the expression for the com-
putation of the common temperature in ordinary
calorimetry, except that here the temperature appears
inversely. Hence C' =p'I'(I'+1) (y')' may, by this
analogy, be called the "spin speci6c heat. "

Equation (18') restates (17') in terms of the observ-
able polarizations M". Introducing m=M/3EO, Eq.
(18') takes the form

many species k —g m jCj/Q, Cj. (18")

which will have to be used in order to be able to ex-
amine the results presented in Table I more critically.
We shall need the various spin "specific heats"; thus

C(F' ) = (1.00) (4005.5X2vr) (—') (—) =471X10

and similarly C(Li ) =374X10' and C(Li') =2.3X10'.
One observes immediately that C(Li') is negligible;
hence

m"' '=0.56m, F+0.44m, " (18llf)

Although the accuracy of the data does not justify a
serious examination on the basis of Eq. (18"'), one may
observe that the polarizations of either species after
mixing should be approximately the arithmetic mean
of the initial polarizations, with a little extra weight
given to the fluorine.

It is principally the relaxation which takes place
during the operations forming an experiment which
make the data deviate so far from the predictions. In
order to lend emphasis to this statement, we would like
brieAy to describe the course of one "spin calorimetric"
experiment, namely experiment (f). In this description,
we shall note at various stages the spread of times
recorded for a number of rehearsals. We remark that
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these operations were not performed at once, but re-
quired considerable practice. We shall, for brevity,
allow HL;* and IIF* to stand for the resonance fields
of Li and F, respectively, at 8 Mc/sec, namely 4840
gauss and 2000 gauss.

Experiment (f) ran as follows: after allowing the
sample to polarize for about 20 minutes at a field
slightly above H&;*, the field was dropped suddenly
(ts ——0) to a value slightly above Hs*. The 40-cps,
5-gauss peak-to-peak modulation was turned on and the
field was manually driven through HF* to a somewhat
lower value, observing the destruction of the F polariza-
tion enroute (11 to 15 seconds). After turning the modu-
lation oG, the sample was removed from the probe for
mixing and restored to it (17 to 24 seconds). The
I-mode was readjusted; the magnetic field raised
through HF*, reading on the oscilloscope the amplitude
of the one-shot F fast-passage signal (25 to 33 seconds).
The 6eld was then further raised to HL;*, reading simi-
larly the amplitude of the Li' signal (33 to 46 seconds).

In the units of Table I, the amplitudes of the F and
Li signals would ideally be expected to be —0.44. It is
not surprising, in view of the relaxation times, to find
deviations from this value as large as those observed.
Indeed, by assuming suitable average fields and typical
intervals for each, the observed values for each species
could very nearly be predicted.

It has been assumed, in arriving at the quantitative
predictions above, that H*&)HL, . In seeking to check
this inequality, we have not only been able to confirm
it, but, where the mixing rate was slow, to measure its
rate. Figure 4 shows the amplitude of the Li' signal,
in experiment (b) measured at 8 Mc/sec, as a function
of the time that the sample was held at a poisition in
space, located by wooden guides and about 30 cm
beyond the rims of the pole shoes, where the field was
measured by a commercial field measuring instrument
to be 75&10 gauss. The solid curve shows that the
mixing rate can be characterized by a time constant
T =6 seconds, and furthermore that T~ for the common
system is about 100 seconds. At 40 gauss, T =0 while
T~=40 seconds; near zero 6eld, T =0 while T~——6
seconds.

Experiment (b) of Table I could have been performed
with the same outcome, however long the thermal re-
laxation time of Li' in high field. This suggests a pos-
sibly useful method of polarizing a nuclear system with
a very long thermal relaxation time, that is, it could
be "pumped" into a polarized state by cooling it at
regular intervals by thermal contact with a system with
a shorter T&. This was strikingly demonstrated by using
a powdered sample of CsCl for which Tr(CP') =3.5
seconds, Tr(Cs) =9 minutes, but Tr(common) =20
seconds in the earth's field. Commencing with both
systems unpolarized, the sample was quickly removed
from and restored to the magnetic 6eld at six-second
intervals for a total time of two minutes, after which
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FIG. 4. The observed amplitude of the Li' signal es the time
that the LiF crystal was held at 75 gauss. The solid line shows
how the experimental points can be described by a mixing time
constant of 6 seconds and a common relaxation time of 100seconds.

the Cs showed a polarization of 0.7MO, which otherwise
would have taken about ten minutes to achieve. *

A second demonstration concerns the polarization of
Li'. It was estimated that the fast passage signal from
Li' would be visible on the oscilloscope screen if that
system could be polarized in a field Ho of about 12
kilogauss and at the temperature of liquid air, a difFicult
prospect in view of an estimated. relaxation time of one
week (see Sec. D below). We found, however, that Li'
could be polarized into this state by taking only the
time to polarize Li~ and F at 77'K and Ho, and to mix
them with Li'. The Li' essentia11y takes on its who1e
equilibrium polarization since its specific heat is negli-
gible compared to those of the other two.

Evidence of the very long T& which practically pre-
cludes the observation of Li' by ordinary methods is
given by the following experiment. We allowed the LiF
sample to rest in the strong field Ho at 77'K for about
15 minutes. After a quick mixing which returned the
sample back at the magnet gap, but not into the liquid
air Dewar, we permitted the sample to warm and the
magnet itself to be used during the course of the day
for other experiments, under the restriction that the
field should always remain above several hundred gauss.
At the end of the day, about six hours later, the Li'
signal showed a polarization characteristic of Ho aiid
77'K. The same was performed again, but with the
change that the polarizations of F and Li~ were re-
versed before mixing; we found hours later a polariza-
tion of Li', characteristic of Ho and —77'K.

It is interesting to speculate that in favorable cases
it may be possible to measure the magnetic moment and
the thermal relaxation time of an isotope which is not
otherwise observed by measuring its heating eNects
upon an observed isotope.

*Pote added ie proof.—An early observation of a similar
pump-up effect was made by Holzman, Anderson, and Koth,
LBull. Arn. Phys. Soc. Ser. II, 2, 31 (1957)g in fused silica. How-
ever the interpretation given by the authors was different.
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(3) The Experiments at Low Temperature

This experiment was designed to check the validity
of expression (13), given again as (15'). Following the
argument which culminates in these expressions, if the
fixed frequency signal from the Li~ spin system, to
choose a specific example, in a single crystal of LiF,
prepared in thermal equilibrium with its lattice at O'K
in a polarizing field Bo, depends upon the magnitude of
Ho in the manner predicted, the identity of spin and
thermodynamic temperature will have been proven.

To check the predicted behavior, laboratory polariz-
ing 6elds from zero to several times H~, say up to 50
gauss, were used. The fixed frequency selected for the
observations was 8 Mc/sec, or 4840 gauss, chosen simply
as a matter of convenience. To make the observations
at this field, several hundred times larger than the
polarization fields, the measurements had to be made
quickly; for such measurements the method of fast

FIG. 5. Three characteristic fast-passage signals: (upper) Li',
after reaching thermal equilibrium in zero 6eld, (middle) Li,
after reaching equilibrium in 25 gauss, (lower) F, occurring on the
tail of a large proton signal. The trace proceeds from right to left.

passage is ideally suited. The experimental method,
idealized, was consequently to permit the sample to
reach equilibrium at the chosen weak field, the lattice
temperature being 2'K, and then to raise the magnetic
6eld suddenly to a value greater than 4840 gauss,
making a fast-passage observation on Li7, "on the Ay. "

In practice, simple as the experiment appears at
6rst glance, there were many experimental difhculties,
not all of which will be described below. Indeed, the
experiment was only made feasible by the fortunate
circumstance of having in our possession a crystal of
LiF which possessed, in 6elds comparable with III, a
relaxation time T& of approximately 12 seconds, while
at 4800 gauss T~ was 15 hours. Twelve seconds was
short enough to allow the nuclear systems (coupled
together) to reach the lattice temperature without ex-
hausting the supply of liquid helium and the experi-
menters' patience, and yet long enough to measure and
thus be reassured that the polarization measured for one
low 6eld was characteristic of that field and not some
higher field passed through enroute for observation. On
the other hand, an extremely long T& was required at
high fields, since otherwise the growth of the magnetiza-
tion while the field was at high values for observation,
would give corrections which would be large compared
to the quantity being measured.

The 15 hours relaxation time, at 4800 gauss and 2'K,
although not of direct import for our experiment, could
be measured accurately in a short time in the following

way. As described below, the equilibrium signal at 50
gauss, where the magnetization could be expected to be
linear with 6eld strength, is easily measured, the equi-
librium signal being reached in a few minutes. Also, the
rate of growth of the signal at 4800 gauss was easily
measured: one first permitted the signal to grow to a
large value at a 6eld above the resonant field. Then, by
reversing the polarization by fast passage in dropping to
4800 gauss, just below resonance, one observed the
growth of the signal in pairs of fast passage observa-
tions, always returning to 4800 gauss. In this way,
(dS/Ch), the rate of growth of the signal, can be meas-
ured for values near zero signa1, and we found 0.1
unit/second, after making a small correction for the
incomplete polarization reversals due to the imperfect
fast passages. Dividing this value into the value of the
signal found at 50 gauss, and multiplying by 4800/50,
one learns that for our sample Tr (Li', 4800 gauss, 2'K)
is closely equal to 15 hours.

The measurement of T~ at low or zero field was,
however, more dificult and illustrates the role played
by mixing of the spin systems at low fields. One first

polarized both species strongly, although by no means

completely in a high 6eld, always at 2'K. The direction
of the magnet current was then reversed, carrying the
laboratory field through zero, so that the two systems
would be well mixed, and to a value yielding a field of
2000 gauss where the F" signal was rapidly observed.
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by two fast passages. The magnetic 6eM was then
dropped to low or zero field by a practiced maneuver
involving another current reversal where it was allowed
to rest for a speci6ed time, after which the field was
again raised to 2000 gauss to observe the attenuation
of the F" polarization for the interval. It is assumed
that the rapid excursion of the magnetic field to 2000
gauss for the measurements of the initial signal ampli-
tude did little to change the spin-temperature. By
ignoring the step in which the systems were initially
mixed, only chaotic results could be obtained. One
notes that the relaxation time in low fields could be
measured by examining either species; F" was chosen
since the magnet current manipulations were simpler.

Since fast-passage observations were to be made,
only the I-mode signal was available. For this reason
we constructed a low-temperature crossed-coil probe
which will be described below. A fast-passage observa-
tion requires as well a large H& which unfortunately
entails the generation of heat in the probe. Experiments
showed that lattice heating effects were readily observ-
able if the transmitter were on while the magnetic field
were at some small value. However, the eGects of such
heating were made negligible in our experiments by
turning on the transmitter only after high fields had
been reached, where the long T~ effectively isolated the
spin system from the lattice. The following detailed
experimental method was finally evolved:

The sample was allowed to rest in the magnetic 6eld
for which the measurement was to be taken, for at
least ten relaxation times. The transmitter, for reasons
of stability, was in operation, but detuned during this
time. At a given warning, the field was raised sharply
to 4800 gauss, just under the resonance value, where it
rested 15 seconds. During this time, the transmitter
was retuned, and the leakage phase adjusted to a
I mode. At a second warning, the camera. shutter was
opened, and the 6eld was raised uniformly by a manual
control through the resonance 6eld in synchronism
with the horizontal trace of the oscilloscope, 5 seconds
in duration. The resulting photographic trace of the
oscilloscope screen were examined by magnifying glass;
unless accidental noise spikes distorted the signal to be
measured, the trace was kept for measurement.

Characteristic traces are illustrated in Fig. 5. The
signals do not have the characteristic shape of fast
passage signals because ac coupling is used in the audio
amplification. However, as long as the procedure for
observing the signals remained the same, some measure
of the magnitude of the signal, whatever its shape,
would be a measure of the nudear polarization. %e
have arbitrarily used the peak-to-peak measure of the
signal for plotting.

Figure 5 (upper) shows the signal observed for zero
polarizing field and consequently is of considerable
interest in itself. As will be described below, only 13%
of the magnitude of this signal can be ascribed to
polarization accrued during the high-Geld observation

Signal

arbitrary units

70
5 = 12n[H2 eoe]'~+M

10' '

20 30

Gauss

40

FIG. 6, The fast-passage signal amplitude of Li', measured in
arbitrary units at 8 Mc/sec, as a function of the magnetic iield
in which the LiF sample reached equilibrium at 2'K. The smooth
curve is given by the analytical expression, arrived at as de-
scribed in the text.

S=k)H'+Hi, ')&+b, (15")

where now 5 has been added to describe the additional
amplitude picked up at high 6elds during the rise and
15-sec tuning-times. k is the gain, as explained above,
to be measured at a field where the expression (15")
for 5 is practically linear in Ho.

Since the time of rise of the magnetic 6eM is short,
about two seconds, the constant b is given adequately
by b= (15 seconds) X (dS/dt at 4800 gauss). As already

process. Figure 5 (middle) shows a signal obtained
from a polarizing 6eld of 25 gauss.

The experimental results are summarized by the
points of Fig. 6. Here the amplitude of the signals
observed (actually millimeters on the oscilloscope
screen) is given as a function of the field in which the
sample reached equilibrium. All the data were taken on
the same day using two consecutive helium transfers.
Every signal amplitude measured appears in Fig. 6.

From the scatter of points at the lower 6elds, and
from Fig. 5 one may estimate a signal-to-noise ratio.
One sees, however, from the scatter of points at the
higher fields that the variations in the rapidly operated
transmitter and receiver aGected the over-all gain
seriously.

The magnetic 6elds appearing as abscissas in the
data of Fig. 6 were the residual Inagnetic Gelds in the
gap of the magnetic after the current had been turned
off following a systematic pattern of current reversals.
The 6elds were measured by a large Rip-coil which had
been calibrated against a smaller Rip-coil, the latter
having been calibrated in a 6eld measured by proton
resonance. Some of the scatter in Fig. 6 may also be
due to the relatively inexact way in which the magnetic
6elds were measured.

The expression (15') for the signal observed at 4800
gauss may be rewritten as
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described, the latter quantity was measured to be 0.1
unit/second so that b = 1.5 units.

To set the gain reasonably precisely, six points were
measured in the quasi-linear region near 50 gauss and
their center of gravity chosen to determine the constant
k in (15"). Making allowance for b, we And that k
=1.277. Upon taking the value for Hl, ', from Appendix
2, (15") can be written as

5=1.277(H'+60. 6)&+1.5, (15'")

where the constants have been supplied from measure-
ments made only at 50 gauss and at 4800 gauss. The
expression (15"') is drawn also in Fig. 6, the distribution
of experimental points about this curve provides a
satisfying agreement between theory and experiment.
We emphasize that this curve is not the best hyperbola
drawn through the experimental points —it is the
theoretical expression using independently measured or
computed constants.

It has been drawn through the experimental points
making use only of the lattice constant of LiF; the
magnetic moments, spins, and abundances of Li', Li',
and F; the gain of the apparatus, and the thermal re-
laxation time of Li' in our sample at 4800 gauss and
2'K.

d=

FIc. 7. The low-temperature crossed-coil probe, with cut0.
(a) Central co-axial brass wire; (b) outer coaxial brass sleeve;
(c) insulating material, taken from commercial coaxial cable;
(d) silver solder joint, brass to copper wire; (e) brass envelope;
(f) Lucite coil-form; (g) cut for transmitter winding; (h) cylin-
drical hole for receiver winding; (i) cover plate; (j) paddle. For
simplicity, no coils have been drawn in.

The local field HI. is a quantity which is characteristic
of the crystal and not of the nucleus observed. It was
felt, nevertheless, to be worthwhile to make a similar
determination of H~ using F".Although the signals at
the same radio-frequency should be about 20% larger
for F, the data are less precise for two reasons. First, the
relaxation time at 2000 gauss was only 45 minutes, so
that b would have been much larger, and secondly the
tail of the large proton signal (due to the short relaxa-
tion time of the protons in the Lucite coil form for the
most part) shown in Fig. 1(c) interfered with the F
signal in a manner which depended upon the rate of
sweeping, which was manually controlled. Nevertheless,
sufficiently exact experimental results, which will not
be reproduced here, could be obtained for it to be
asserted that the same value of HL, was obtained.

(C) Some Aspects of the Apparatus

The room temperature experiments described immedi-
ately above were all performed using the Varian Model
4200 Wide Line Spectrometer and its associated 12-in.
Magnet system. At 8 Mc/sec an H& equal to 1.0 gauss
was used with which the level populations could be
examined, reversed by fast passage, or saturated.

In the low-temperature experiment, the Varian probe
was replaced by a simple crossed-coil probe, which
could be submerged in liquid helium. Since fast-passage
observations were desired, a relatively high H& require-
ment and the necessity of using I-mode observation
dictated the crossed-coil method. The probe could be
conveniently matched to the rest of the spectrometer
at one frequency, giving H&=0.3 gauss, with 50 volts
across the transmitter winding.

The probe is illustrated in Fig. 7. The two transmitter
windings, approximately of Helmholtz dimensions, were
supported on a Lucite form and resonated by the cable
and lead capacitances and a small variable capacitor
to 8 Mc/sec, as was the receiver coil. The whole was
shielded by a cylindrical brass envelope and supported
by the 0.2-mm walled cylinders forming the return
conductors for the two radio-frequency windings. To
avoid magnetic shielding due to the superconductivity
of ordinary solder at these temperatures and at low
fields, this alloy could not be used. The copper wire
making up the coils were joined with the central brass
wire of the coaxial supports by a small silver-solder
joint, as shown, and which was the only solder employed
in the probe. The two cylinders were pressure-fitted
into the brass envelope and the ends of both coils were
held fast to the envelope by one of the screws which held
the cover plate to the opening for the sample. The LiF
sample was heM securely within the receiver coil by
melting a small amount of paraffin about it; the sample
was oriented so that the magnetic field would lie along
the [1,1,0] direction of the crystal, reducing the line
width and thus enhancing the signal amplitude. Since
in a high field the relaxation times depend on the ori-
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entation of the field with respect to the crystal, ' all
the values given in this paper refer to the [1,1,0j
direction.

The "paddle"" ensured that the residual leakage
phase from the receiver coil would be 180' out of phase
with the transmitter voltage. In a "tuning box," the
circuit of which will not be given here, it was then
possible to reduce the I-mode leakage to zero by a
simple network of small capacitances which added some
current from the transmitter to the receiver input. The
I leakage was controlled by a simple high impedance
EC network which added a small amount of current
at 90' to the transmitter voltage phase into the receiver
input.

The probe was contained in the usual double-Dewar
system for use with liquid helium. The vapor pressure
of the helium was reduced until the lambda-point was
reached, and the manometric measurements showed
that the temperature was closely 2'K. Since this number
is not of critical import in our arguments, it was
not determined with precision. We found that one filling
of helium would last about four hours while being
pumped. All the data shown in Fig. 6 were obtained on
the same day with two consecutive fillings.

(D) Digression on the Spin-Lattice
Rej.axatioo Times

As a by-product of our study of spin temperature,
some experimental results have been obtained for the
spin lattice relaxation times of lithium and fluorine,
in various fields and for various temperatures, and it
seemed worthwhile to discuss here the most significant
of these results.

(a) High Infield Measlre-merits

All measurements of relaxation times were made near
a frequency of 8 Mc/sec, that is in a field of 2000 gauss
for F"and 5000 gauss for Li~. For our sample, we found,
at room temperature,

Tl(F")= 1.4 min, and Tl(Lit) =4.5 min;

Tl(P') =50 min, and Tl(Li') = 15 hours.

The absolute values of these times are of little intrinsic
interest since their magnitude i.s greatly inQuenced by
the content of paramagnetic impurities and should
vary considerably from. one sample to another, or even
with the orientation of the magnetic field with respect
to the crystal. "On the other hand, for their ratios we
find

(Tl(Li') ) (Tl(Li') )
( Tl(F )) 300'K 0 Tl(F ) J O'K

"R. V. Pound, J. Phys. Chem. 57, 743 (1953)."Bloch, Hansen, and Packard, Phys. Rev. 70, 474 (1946).

This can be understood by assuming that at room
temperature the relaxation of Li' is at least partly due
to its quadrupole moment whereas at 2'K it is entirely
due to the coupling of its magnetic moment with the
paramagnetic impurities, the quadrupole mechanism
becoming negligible at very low temperatures.

In Bloembergen's theory of relaxation by paramag-
netic impurities, " for a given impurity content the
magnetic relaxation time T~ depends in a complicated
way on two constants: T&' which represents the relaxa-
tion time of a nuclear spin in the neighborhood of the
impurity at a fixed distance from it, and D which is
the spin dift'usion constant. Therefore, although ele-
mentary considerations may show how D or T&' vary
with temperature or with the spin species (Lii or F»),
no quantitative interpretation of the experimental
results for T~ can be given without considerable
calculation.

For the relaxation time of Li, whose signal could be
observed, thanks to the thermal mixing described
previously, we have no experimental data except the
fact that it is longer than one day. On the theoretical
side, the quadrupole moment of Li' is very small,
Q(Lie) Q(Li')/100 and the quadrupole relaxation time
at room temperature should be of the order of 4.5
X(100)' min, or one month. Its magnetic relaxation
time must be very long as well because of its small
magnetic moment and its small isotopic content C 7'f/0

which makes the spin diGusion very slow. A conserva-
tive estimate is

Tl(Li )300 K, magnetic + (VP' /VLi ) Tl(F ) 300'K
one week.

(b) Low Field Meas-lremertts

The sharp decrease of T~ in low fields as well as the
equality of relaxation times of Li and F"have already
been pointed out by Pound' and Pound and Ramsey. '
It might be well to remark, since the explanation does
not seem to have appeared in print, "that the decrease
in the relaxation time is a confirmation of Bloem-
bergen's theory of spin diffusion: for suKciently low
fields a spin Qip can take place between a Li spin and
an F spin, thus considerably increasing the spin dif-
fusion constant D.

It is remarkable that at 2'K, T~, for our sample, is
still only approximately 12 sec, in zero field. Thus the
decrease of T~ from high field to low field is much
sharper at 2'K where, for F", [Tl(2000 gauss) /
Tl(0 gauss))=250 than at room temperature where
the same ratio is only 14, in spite of the fact that the
change in spin diGusion coefficients is independent of
the lattice temperature. A possible qualitative explana-
tion of this fact is contained in Bloembergen's theory
of relaxation. The inverse of the relaxation time 1/T, '

of a nuclear spin in the vicinity of a paramagnetic

' N. Bloembergen, Physica 15, 386 (1949)."R. V. Pound (private communication).
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impurity is proportional to r/(1+co'r'), where r is the
relaxation time of the paramagnetic impurity itself and
co the nuclear Larmor frequency. At 2'K, cur))1 and
1/Ti' increases as &u

' as one lowers the Geld. This does
not mean that the over-all relaxation time Tj for the
whole sample decreases in the same ratio, but it cer-
tainly should decrease somewhat on account of this
phenomenon. On the other hand, at room temperature
N 7«1 and T i is independent of co. Finally we would
like to mention the possibility of a connection between
spin lattice relaxation through paramagnetic impurities
and a phenomenon previously described: the ab-
normally small value of the low-Geld signal (up to 10
gauss), if the rf Geld is applied, even for a few seconds,
before the raising of the dc field to 4500 gauss. It is not
clear whether during such a short interval the rf
heating could raise the temperature of the lattice suK-
ciently to explain this decrease of the signal. If not, it is
possible that this decrease is caused by some kind of
negative Overhauser eGect through the saturation by
the rf, of the electronic spins of the paramagnetic
impurities which for a frequency of 8 Mc/sec resonate
in a field of the order of 3 gauss. It is hoped that the
reality of such an effect may be investigated both,
theoretically and experimentally, in the future.

Relaxation times have also been measured at room
temperature in CsCl where in high field Ti(C13') =3.5
sec, Ti(Cs"') = 9 min, and in zero Geld Ti(Cl) = Ti(Cs)
=20 sec. The change of T~, going from high into low
field is of a different nature than in LiF. The relaxation
mechanism is certainly quadrupole for C13' (if not for
Cs"', which has a very small quadrupole moment) and
the increase in the spin diBusion constant has nothing
to do with the change of T~, since this change is an
increase for Cp'. This increase is understandable since
in zero field the quadrupole mechanism of Cl is the
thermal link between the lattice and the combined
system CsCl which has a much larger heat capacity
than the Cl system alone.

(E) Digression on the Rapid Passage Problem

In the course of the experiment described here, the
rapid passage method has been used systematically to
measure the polarization of a spin system, or to produce
negative temperatures in high fields by reversing the
magnetic moment of the sample. A satisfactory theory
of the rapid passage for spins interacting very weakly
with their surroundings or with each other, as for in-
stance in liquid samples, was given by Bloch.' Redfield'
pointed out that one of Bloch's conditions for rapid
passage, r«T2, where r is the time necessary to sweep
through the line, was too severe and should be replaced
by v.((Ti, thus making rapid passage possible in solids
for values of dH/dt easily obtained in practice. How-
ever, no satisfactory theory of the rapid passage in
solids has been given so far, especially for cases when the
rf field is small compared to the local fieM. This is not

surprising in view of the difficulty of the problem and
we shall be content with a very crude model which will
enable us to explain at least qualitatively a rather
striking effect, namely the saturation by rapid passage
of the signal of Li'. As everywhere in this work we shall
assume the coupling with the lattice to be negligible for
the duration of the experiment. In a rapid passage
there are two quantities of interest, the magnitude of
the signal, and what we might call the turnover eK-
ciency, which is the ratio of the magnitude of the
polarization after the passage to that before and which
is measured by the ratio of the signal from two con-
secutive rapid passages. We wish to understand why
this eS.ciency, of the order of 0.9 for Li~, was very small
for Li . No Li' signal was visible from a second rapid
passage, which in view of the fact that the signal-to-
noise ratio from the first passage was approximately 4,
means that the turnover e%ciency was smaller than 4.
This occurred for the same rf field and of necessity the
same local field as for Li' and for a wide range of rates
of change of the dc field. For simplicity let us make the
assumption, approximately correct in LiF, that the
local field at a Li nucleus is due to its unlike neighbors,
the fluorine spins. If these unlike neighbors did not fiip
between themselves, the situation would be the same
as in an inhornogeneous applied field and the turnover
efBciency would always be one. In fact, because of the
fluorine Qips, in the rotating frame of coordinates each
Li spin sees a time-dependent field II which is the sum
of the usual slowly varying effective field H,«and of the
s component of the fast varying local field. Far from
resonance, H' is parallel to Ho on one side of resonance
and antiparallel on the other. The condition for a com-
piete reversal of the magnetization is Bloch's condition
that the Larmor frequency pH' be large compared to
the relative rate of change of H'. Since both II' and
its rate of change, controlled by the mutual fiips of
Quorine spins, are the same for Li' and Li' while

yL;»)yL„6, it is not surprising that this condition is
approximately fulfilled in Li' and violated in Li'. By
the same token one should expect a smaller turnover

efficiency for Li' than for F", since their local fields are
comparable and their p widely diferent. This is con-
firmed by experiment since this ratio is 0.92 for F" and
0.87 for Li . These numbers could be measured precisely
by observing the signals Si, S2. $~& from x+1 con-
secutive rapid passages and taking for the turnover

efficiency [S„+&/Si1'".

APPENDIX 1. ULTRASONIC SATURATION
AND SPIN TEMPERATURE

Let rI,;, e„e;,e; be the populations of the levels
I,=m of Na23 irradiated by ultrasonic waves at twice
the Larmor frequency and let 8' be the corresponding
transition probability per unit time, between the levels-~——and -+-+——3 1 d 1 3
2 2 2 2'
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d(I*) (I,)—Ip —2W((n« —n «)+(n« —n;)}.

The rates of change of these populations are given by
the following equations:

dn;/d~= —W(n; —n;)+F;(n.)+G-;(n.),
dn, /d&= W—(n,, n—;)yF«(n. )+G;(n ),

(A1)
dn;/dt= W—(n; n—;)+F;(n )+G;(n ),
dn;/d~= —W(n; —n;)+F;(n.)+G —;(n ).

The terms Ii and 6 represent the contributions to the
rates of change of the populations from the spin lattice
relaxation and the spin-spin coupling, respectively. We
shall not require their exact expressions which depend
in particular on the type of spin-lattice relaxation
mechanism assumed (magnetic dipole or electric quad-
rupole). Multiplying the first equation by p2, the second

by —,
' etc., and adding them together, we get on the

left-hand side d(I,)/dt. On the right-hand side, the
sum PpF«( )+ +(—Pp)F «represents the contribu-
tion to the rate of change of (I,) from the spin-lattice
relaxation mechanism, which, if we assume a single
spin-lattice relaxation time, can be written as

—((I )—Ip)/T~.

Similarly -', G«+. ——,'G
*, represents the contribution

to d(I,)/dt from the spin-spin interaction and this
should be zero since, because of conservation of energy,
the spin-spin interaction is unable to change (I,). We
are thus left with the equation:

where

X,p'=0'y, 7~r;4 '((I,"II,)—3(r,p I;)(r;p Ip)r;I, '},
»((X')'}=Z»((X~~')'}=

p Z «((X'~')'}

Tr((X;p')'} is easily calculated if we remark that its
value is independent of the direction of the vector r, ~

which can then be taken as the s axis, leading for 3'.;~'
to the expression:

X,s'=v,wjr~s '(Ir'Is*+I@I~" 2I;*II—'},
and

Tr((X; ')'}=Xx yy 'r;— 'I, (I;+1)I (I +1).
where X=+;(2I;+1) is the number of levels of the
whole system.

Since
Tr(Mg'} =-', XA' Q 7 'I;(I +1)

we obtain

IIL'= P4P P "rP rPr;a 'I, (I+1)Ip(Ig+ 1)7/

2 ~PI~(I~+ 1).

In the case of LiF we have a lattice of the NaCl type
where the lattice sites of the Cl kind are filled by
nuclei of F" and those of the Na kind by nuclei of Li
and Li' in the proportions p=0.926 and 1 —p=0.074.
We find:

Since the spin-spin interactions constantly main- p &pI, (I,+1)—I«T(&pI, (I,+1)
tain a Boltzmann distribution between the various +p QI (I +1)+(1 p) pI (I +1)}
populations:

n; —n;=3(n; —n «),

(I,)= -', (n« n«)+ ,'(n;—n«)-—
= (10/2) (n; —n;) = (10/6) (n; —n;), (A2)

where 2S is the total number of spins and

pl= 2~X4005.5,

I2= ~) y2= 2x X1654.7)

I,=1) ~,=2~X 626.5.

(A5)

d(I,) (I,)—Ip t'8W)
1(I*&. P v jvI'r, a PIr(I+1)Ip(Ix+1)

jggg

=JyS][y/4Ip(I/+1) +p2yp4I 2(I +1)&

1s

The limiting value of (I,) obtained when d(I,)/dt=0

(I,)=Ip/(1+8WT g/5) .
+ (1—P)'yp4I42(I 4+1)'+2P(1—P)yp2ypPIp(Ip+1)

XIp(Ip+1))+I«rSpX27PI. (6+1)
Since the signal amplitude A is proportional to (I,),
we have

X[pyg'I p(Ip+1)+ (1—p)ypI, (Ip+1)$, (A6)

A/A p=(I,)/Ip= (1+8WTg/5) '. (A4)

APPENDIX 2. CALCULATION OF THE LOCAL
FIELD HL, IN Lit

Ke want to calculate

III,'= Tr{(X')'}/Tr{M,'},

where S~=g'rp ' is the sum taken from one lattice
point of the Na kind to all the other lattice points of
the Na kind and S2=g"r

p
' is the sum from one lattice

point of the Na kind to all the points of the Cl kind.
We find S~=114.5/a and Sp=422/a', where e is the
dimension of the cubic unit cell. In Lip, a=4.01 A and
we get Hl.'=60.6 gauss', HL, ——7.77 gauss.
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Polarization of Electrons Scattered by Thin Gold Foils

WILLIAM G. PETTUS
University of Uirginia, Churlottesville, Virginia

(Received September 13, 1957l

The polarization of electrons by scattering from thin gold foils has been observed in a double-scattering
experiment. The azimuthal asymmetry in the distribution of the twice-scattered electrons was measured in
the energy range from 80 to 190 kev and for scattering angles of 60, 90, and 120 degrees. The observed
asymmetries are somewhat smaller than would be expected from the calculations of Mohr and Tassie for
the screened field of gold but the predicted increase in asymmetry for increasing scattering angles is
conFirmed.

INTRODUCTION

M N the basis of the Dirac theory of the electron,
Mott' has shown that polarization effects should

be observable in a double-scattering experiment. The
expected eBect is an azimuthal asymmetry in the
angular distribution of the twice-scattered electrons.

The early experiments failed to confirm the Mott
theory of electron polarization; the apparent reason in
most cases being that inadequate precautions were
taken against plural or multiple scattering. Shull,
Chase, and Myers' later reported agreement with the
theory for 400-kev electrons twice-scattered through
90'. More recent experiments have been conducted in
Japan by Ryu' and he reports polarization asymmetries
of the expected sense over a range of energies and for
several diferent scattering angles. His results, however,
show consistently smaller asymmetries than predicted
from the theory and it is not clear whether these dis-

crepancies are due to deficiencies of the theory or of
the experiments.

The present experiments were carried out in the hope
of clarifying this situation somewhat through the use
of a diferent experimental technique. The results,
obtained some months ago, have attained added sig-
nihcance as a result of recent experiments on the polar-

*Now at Atomic Energy Division, Babcock and Wilcox Com-
pany, Lynchburg, Virginia.

~ N. F. Mott, Proc. Roy. Soc. (Londonl A124, 425 (1929l;
13S, 429 (1932).

~ Shull, Chase, and Myers, Phys. Rev. 63, 29 (1943).
~ N. Ryu, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 7, 125, 130 (1952); 8, 575, 804

(1953).

ization of electrons from beta emitters, which confirm
the nonconservation of parity in weak interactions. 4

SUMMARY OF THE THEORETICAL RESULTS

In the Mott treatment of double scattering, the
intensity of the twice-scattered electrons is found to be
of the form,

I(81i82)$2) 3 (81)82)$1+8(81)82)cos$2)g

so that

where 01 is the angle between the incident unpolarized
beam and the chosen once-scattered beam, 02 is the
angle between the once-scattered beam and the twice-
scattered beam, g2 is the azimuthal angle of the twice-
scattered beam about the direction 01, A is a function
independent of g2, and 5 is the polarization asymmetry
factor.

Numerical values of 8 as a function of the energy of
the incident electrons were first obtained by Mott for
double scattering at 90' from unscreened gold nuclei
and similar calculations were later made by Bartlett
and Watson' for mercury. These results show a broad
maximum in 6 of approximately 0.07 in the neighbor-
hood of 130 kev and a monotonic decrease on each side

4 Frauenfelder, Bobone, von Goeler, Levine, Lewis, Peacock,
Rossi, and DePasquali, Phys. Rev. 106, 386 (1957);H. De Waard
and O. J. Poppema, Physica 23, 597 (1957).

~ J. H. Bartlett and R. K. Watson, Proc. Am. Acad. Sci. 74, 53
(194O).
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